
Many Isomorphism Types of 6- and 7-DesignsReinhard Lauelaue�uni-bayreuth.deMathematial Department, University of Bayreuth,D-95440 Bayreuth, GermanyA simple t-(v; k; �) design onsists of a point set V of size v and a set ofbloks B where eah blok is a subset of k points and eah subset of t pointslies in exatly � bloks.Until the disovery of 6-(33; 8; 36) designs by Magliveras and Leavitt inthe early 80'th [15℄, it was suspeted that simple t-designs might exist onlyfor t � 5. The big surprise then was the famous Theorem by Teirlink in1987 [17℄ showing that simple t-designs exist for all t. Teirlink's method isreursive, alled large set reursion, and produes point sets of astronomialsize.Sine then, suessful e�orts have been made to diretly onstrut t-designs with "large" t for small point sets and to re�ne the reursive methodsto also redue the size of the point sets, notably by Ajoodani-Namini [1℄.Diretly onstruted large sets of t-designs are still needed as starting pointsfor reursions. Several t-designs have been onstruted by A. Betten, A.Wassermann and the author with their software pakage DISCRETA for6 � t � 9[3, 4, 2, 6, 13℄ and further ones are presented here.We solve the isomorphism problem for diretly onstruted t-designs withthe following theorem.Theorem 1[16, 8, 13℄ Let G = SV be the full symmetri group on thepoint set V . Let A � G be a group of automorphisms of eah t-(v; k; �) designin a set 
.a) If A is the full automorphism group of eah of the designs in 
 then twoof these designs are isomorphi only if some permutation in the normalizer1



NG(A) of A maps one design onto the other. If 
 then onsists of all t-(v; k; �) designs with full automorphism group A then the number of di�erentisomorphism types in 
 is j
jjNG(A)j=jAj .b) If A ontains a Sylow subgroup P of the full automorphism group ofeah of the designs in 
 then two of these designs are isomorphi only ifsome permutation in NG(P ) maps one design onto the other.van Leijenhorst [14℄ and Tran van Trung [18℄ onstrut a new t-design(TvT-onstrution) from any pair of t-designs whose parameter sets are thoseof a derived and a residual design from the same parameter set. One anreplae one of the two designs by isomorphi opies to obtain further designswith the same parameters. Using double osets in the full symmetri groupon the point set we obtain bounds on the number of isomorphism types fromthis onstrution, see [13℄.Theorem 2 If there are n1 isomorphism types of t-(v; k � 1; �) designsand n2 isomorphism types of t-(v; k; �(v� k+ 1)=(k� t)) designs with auto-morphism groups of order at most a then there exist at leastn1 � n2 � v!(v + 1)a2isomorphism types of t-(v+1; k; �(v�t+1)=(k�t)) designs with automorphismgroup of order at most a(v + 1).We have onstruted new 6-designs and 7-designs and applied Theorems1 and 2, see the table whih also reports the known 6-designs up to 20 points.A G+ denotes a group with an added �xed point. A G� denotes a pointstabilizer. It should be noted that up to now no 6-design has been foundwhere � is less than 4. The only 6-designs on less than 19 points known arethose listed on 14 points. A 6-(19; 7; 5) design and any 6-(19; 8; �) design arestill missing. The TvT-onstrution is applied iteratively to the 7-designson 24 points, the previously known 7-(24; 8; 6), 7-(24; 9; 48), and 7-(25; 9; 54)designs [13℄, and their omplementary designs.The latter parameter sets belong to a family of parameter sets that areall obtainable from a unique formally admissible parameter set by omputingthe parameters of derived designs, residual designs, and regarding a t-designas a s-design for some s � t. This soure of parameter sets itself is neitherresidual nor derived nor a t-design for some larger t and is alled the anestorof the family. 2



Table of 6-Designs and some 7-DesignsParameters Origin No of Isomorphism Types Referene6 � (14; 7; 4) C13+ 2 [11℄A4 1 [12℄C3 4 [9℄C7 2 [9℄C2 4 [9℄6 � (19; 7; 4) Hol(C17) + + 1 [3℄6 � (19; 7; 6) Hol(C19) 3 [3℄6� (19; 9; 126) (PGL(2;8)�C2)+ 46� (19; 9; 134) (PSL(2;9)�C2)� 16� (20; 9; 112) PGL(2; 19) 2 [10℄PGL(2;9)�C2 98PSL(3;4)� 198926 � (20; 10; 336) PSL(3;4)� � 6836166 � (20; 10; 406) 7 � (20; 10; 116) [3℄PSL(2; 19) 7TvT onstrution withomplementary designfrom 6-(19,9,116) � 131993463166 � (20; 10; 434) 7 � (20; 10; 124) [3℄PSL(2; 19) 1 [3℄TvT onstrution withomplementary designfrom 6-(19,9,124) � 131993463166 � (20; 10; 441) 7 � (20; 10; 126)PGL(2;8)�C2 ++ 4TvT onstrution withomplementary designfrom 6-(19,9,126) � 131993463166 � (20; 10; 469) 7 � (20; 10; 134)PSL(2; 19) 56 [3℄TvT onstrution withomplementary designfrom 6-(19,9,134) � 131993463166 � (20; 10; 476) PSL(3;4)� � 200000007 � (20; 10; 126) PGL(2;8)�C2 ++ 47 � (20; 10; 134) PGL(2;9)�C2 17 � (24; 11; 840) PGL(2;23) � 1557 � (24; 12; 2184) PGL(2;23) � 28500Parameter Sets of 7-Designs in the Family of 15-(32; 16; 6)7-(32,16,721050)>= 1:5E41657-(31,15,259578)>= 4:0E2080 7-(31,16,461472)>= 4:0E20807-(30,14,86526)>= 9:7E1035 7-(30,15,173052)>= 1:3E1039 7-(30,16,288420)>= 9:7E10357-(29,13,26334)>= 3:0E511 7-(29,14,60192)>= 3:8E514 7-(29,15,112860)>= 3:8E514 7-(29,16,175560)>= 3:0E5117-(28,12,7182)>= 3:9E252 7-(28,13,19152)>= 2:8E250 7-(28,14,41040)>= 5:0E255 7-(28,15,71820)>= 2:8E250 7-(28,16,103740)>= 3:9E2527-(27,11,1710)>= 1:5E125 7-(27,12,5472)>= 6:2E117 7-(27,13,13680)>= 1:1E123 7-(27,14,27360)>= 1:1E123 7-(27,15,44460)>= 6:2E117 7-(27,16,59280)>= 1:5E1257-(26,10,342)>= 1E62 7-(26,11,1368)>= 6:6E51 7-(26,12,4104)>= 4:0E54 7-(26,13,9576)>= 1:2E57 7-(26,14,17784)>= 4:0E54 7-(26,15,26676)>= 6:6E517-(26,16,32604)>= 1E627-(25,9,54)>= 1:2E20 7-(25,10,288)>= 2:3E19 7-(25,11,1080)>= 4:5E19 7-(25,12,3024)>= 1:4E22 7-(25,13,6552)>= 1:4E22 7-(25,14,11232)>= 4:5E197-(25,15,15444)>= 2:3E19 7-(25,16,17160)>= 1:2E207-(24,8,6)>= 132 7-(24,9,48)>= 2827 7-(24,10,240)>= 91 7-(24,11,840)>= 155 7-(24,12,2184)>= 28500 7-(24,13,4368)>= 155 7-(24,14,6864)>= 917-(24,15,8580)>= 2827 7-(24,16,8580)>= 1323



Theorem 3 Eah parameter set of a non-trivial design belongs to a �nitefamily with a unique anestor.For all parameter sets of 7-designs in the family of 15-(32; 16; 6) we ouldestablish the existene of suh designs. We present these parameter sets ina table where a lower bound for the number of isomorphism types is givenbelow eah parameter set. No 8-design is known with parameters from thisfamily. For further families see [5℄.The author thanks A. Betten, A. Wassermann and E. Haberberger fortheir ontributions to the DISCRETA projet, A. Kerber for his ooperationin this projet, and the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft for funding.Referenes[1℄ S. Ajoodani-Namini : Extending large sets of t-designs. J. Combin.Theory A 76 (1996), 139-144.[2℄ A. Betten, A. Kerber, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: Simple 8-designs with small parameters. Designs, Codes and Cryptography 15(1998), 5-27.[3℄ A. Betten, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: Simple 6 and 7-designs on19 to 33 points, Congressus Numerantium 123 (1997), 149-160.[4℄ A. Betten, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: Simple 8�(40,11,1440) de-signs. Disrete Applied Mathematis 95 (1999), 109-114.[5℄ A. Betten, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: DISCRETA { A toolfor onstruting t-designs, Lehrstuhl II f�ur Mathematik, Universit�atBayreuth. http://www.mathe2.uni-bayreuth.de/disreta/[6℄ A. Betten, R. Laue, A. Wassermann: Simple 7-Designs WithSmall Parameters. J.Comb. Designs 7 (1999), 79{94.[7℄ Z. Eslami, G. B. Khosrovshahi. Some new 6-(14,7,4) designs, J.Combin. Theory Ser. A. 93 (2001), 141-152.[8℄ E. Haberberger, A. Betten, R. Laue: Isomorphism lassi�ationof t-designs with group theoretial loalisatization tehniques applied to4



some Steiner quadruple systems on 20 points. Cong Numerantium 142(2000), 75-96.[9℄ G. B. Khosrovshahi, M. Noori, T. Rezaie Classi�ation of 6-(14; 7; 4) designs with nontrivial automorphism groups. Preprint.[10℄ E. S. Kramer, D. W. Leavitt, S. S. Magliveras: Construtionproedures for t-designs and the existene of new simple 6-designs. Ann.Disrete Math. 26 (1985), 247{274.[11℄ D. L. Kreher, S. P. Radziszowski: The existene of simple 6-(14; 7; 4) designs. J. Comb. Theory, Series A43 (1986), 237{243.[12℄ R. Laue, A. Betten, E. Haberberger A New Smallest Simple 6-Design With Automorphism Group A4. Congressus Numerantium 1502001, 145-153.[13℄ R. Laue Constrution of ombinatorial objets up to isomorphism,simple 9-designs with small parameters. Proeedings of ALCOMA99,Springer 2001, 232-260.[14℄ D. C. van Leijenhorst: Orbits on the projetive line. J. Comb. The-ory A 31 (1981), 146{154.[15℄ S. Magliveras, D. W. Leavitt: Simple 6-(33; 8; 36) designs fromP�L2(32). Computational Group Theory, M.D. Atkinson ed., AademiPress 1984, 337{352.[16℄ B. Shmalz: The t-designs with presribed automorphism group, newsimple 6-designs. J. Combinatorial Designs 1 (1993), 125{170.[17℄ L. Teirlink: Non-trivial t-designs without repeated bloks exist forall t. Disrete Math. 65 (1987), 301{311.[18℄ Tran van Trung: On the onstrution of t-designs and the existeneof some new in�nite families of simple 5-designs. Arh. Math. 47 (1986),187{192.
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